
EncroChat user CubRing bragged: "Lad I just want few mil then am done" but now he's behind bars
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A drug boss who had a running total of £1.3m boasted about buying his partner a £100,000

diamond watch for Christmas.

EncroChat drug boss bragged about buying girlfriend
£100,000 diamond watch for Christmas

Steven Nicholls sent a picture of the £106,000 diamond watch he said he was going to buy his partner

for Christmas  (Image: Liverpool Echo)
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Steven Nicholls, aka EncroChat user "CubRing", dealt with the importers of drugs as he led a

116kg cocaine and heroin plot.

Nicholls directed "lieutenant" Dean Deary, who went by the handle "RecoveryMan" - a nod to

the recovery business he used as a "cover" for their illicit trade.

Deary, 39, of Pinehurst Avenue, Anfield, deployed cars with secret compartments or "hides" -

vehicles referred to as "pies" - for moving drugs and cash.

The plot saw Nicholls, 41, of Ibbotsons Lane, Aigburth, reap the rewards, as he sent a picture

confirming his current running balance of £1,335,500.

The gang were making so much money, they talked about hiding it under floorboards and in

wall cavities.

On April 3, 2020, one conspirator text Nicholls: "No lad it's all the work money under there lad

its in walls under floors the lot theres that much."

Nicholls warned him: "Lad u got over million quid. Lad don't tell any one nothing ye no ever."

He talked about his plans for the business, messaging another EncroChat user on April 6: "Lad I

just want few mil then am done."

On May 18, another user said to Nicholls: "You are selling industrial amounts of cocaine and

driving a 60 k motor."

Nicholls also sent a picture of a £106,000 Richard Mille Diamond watch and said: "Gona get her

that for Xmas."
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The clandestine phone network was hacked by the French authorities, who supplied the data to

the National Crime Agency and Merseyside Police.

Detectives identified huge amounts of money had been hidden at a safehouse in Everton,

where they recovered more than £500,000 in dirty cash hidden under floorboards.

A raid at Deary's home then saw five kilos of up to 86% pure cocaine seized, which when cut

could have had a street value of up to £500,000.

Liverpool Crown Court heard their plot involved the supply of an estimated 112kg of cocaine

and 4.5kg of heroin between March 26 and June 22, 2020.

Nicholls had 37 EncroChat handles stored in his phone and spoke to at least 20 users during

this period, while Deary had 73 handles and was in touch with 24.

Henry Riding, prosecuting, said Nicholls discussed "on a near daily basis" supplying substantial

quantities of cocaine and heroin, showing he was working at the "highest level".

Mr Riding said there was a reference on at least one occasion to Nicholls dealing with the

importers of these drugs.

He said Nicholls enjoyed "rewards" consistent with this "vast" operation, with "frequent

reference made to sums measured in hundreds of thousands of pounds and on more than one

occasion, in excess of £1m".

Steven Nicholls, 41, of Ibbotsons Lane, Aigburth (Image: Liverpool Echo)
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Photos shared between Steven Nicholls and Dean Deary's gang of the cash they were making dealing

cocaine and heroin (Image: Liverpool Echo)
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Mr Riding said EncroChat material showed Deary was involved in the supply of 38kg of Class A

drugs and also dealt in ketamine and cannabis.

He said five kilos of cocaine were found at Deary's home and small amounts of the drug at

Nicholls' address on June 22, 2020.

Mr Riding said a raid on another conspirator's house revealed £554,760 in cash.

This man is still wanted by the police.

Both Nicholls and Deary gave no comment interviews to police.

Nicholls admitted conspiring to supply cocaine and heroin, to transfer criminal property, and to

commit arson being reckless as to whether life was endangered - relating to two incidents not

connected to his drug dealing.
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He was previously jailed for seven and a half years for conspiring to supply Class A drugs in

2012.

Richard Pratt, QC, defending Nicholls, accepted his previous conviction was an aggravating

feature of his case, but added: "It was a long time ago."

Mr Pratt said Nicholls' family would have to suffer because of his absence, including his teenage

son, who is ill.

He said: "These are matters that obviously prey very heavily on their minds and it preys very

heavily on the defendant's mind."

Mr Pratt said Nicholls' own medical history had been "far from happy over the years" and

included a liver transplant.

Steven Nicholls sent a photo of his "running total" of £1.3m (Image: Liverpool Echo)
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Deary admitted conspiring to supply cocaine, heroin, ketamine and cannabis.
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Steven Nicholls sent a picture of the £106,000 diamond watch he said he was going to buy his partner

for Christmas (Image: Liverpool Echo)
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Mr Riding said it was accepted Deary was "somewhat below" Nicholls in the chain and appeared

to have worked for him to some extent.

Julian Nutter, defending Deary, said his client and Nicholls had shown "courage" by pleading

guilty at the earliest opportunity, rather than waiting as some others have in EncroChat cases,

until all "forlorn hope" had gone.

He said the fact five kilos of cocaine were stored in Deary's home was "perhaps more indicative

that he is in some ways a lieutenant, as opposed to a controlling force".
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Dean Deary, 39, of Pinehurst Avenue, Anfield (Image: Liverpool Echo)
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Mr Nutter said Deary had a reference from Derry Mathews, adding: "He has done some good in

the community. He is a family man. Through me he expresses remorse and asks to apologise for

the inconvenience that he's caused."

The lawyer said Deary's dad, "to whom he is terribly close", had medical issues and was in court.

Mr Nutter said: "He will be unable to see his father in freedom before he inevitably passes away.

He's realistic about the sort of sentence that's going to be imposed and it's extremely likely his

father will be dead before he's released."

Get our free Echo Court Files newsletter

Liverpool's courts are some of the busiest in the UK, with a huge variety of cases being

heard each week.

To get a behind the scenes look at how they work and the moments that don't make our

stories, subscribe to our free weekly Echo Court Files newsletter, written by court

reporters Neil Docking and Lauren Wise.

How do I sign up?

It's free, easy and takes no time at all.

Judge Robert Trevor-Jones said both men used EncroChat devices associated with a "high level

of criminal activity".

He said: "Prior to the unexpected capture of material by foreign law enforcement agencies, you

and others had an understandable - if in the event misled - feeling of security that your

communications would remain confidential.

"And so once that security was breached, the detail of your offending was exposed for all to

see."

The judge said Nicholls talked of the "rewards" of his trade and "vast" amounts of cash.

He said: "There is a reference to you having amassed some considerable sum of £1m."

First just click on this link to our newsletter sign-up centre.1.

Once you're there, put your email address where it says at the top, then click on the

Echo Court Files button. There are other newsletters available too if you want them as

well.

2.

When you've made your choice, press the Save Changes button at the bottom.3.
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Judge Trevor-Jones said Deary was a "trusted associate" of Nicholls and told him: "You used your

business as a cover."

He took into account the "sad" medical information about Nicholls' son, as he jailed him for 16

years and eight months.

The judge noted the reference from Derry Mathews, which he said mentioned Deary being

involved at his gym in "coaching", plus Deary's father's "ill health".

He jailed Deary for 12 years and eight months.

Speaking after the case, Detective Inspector Lee Wilkinson said: "Today has brought about

another hugely significant sentencing as part of national Operation Venetic, which came about

after law enforcement officials in Europe managed to crack the ‘encrochat’ service being used by

criminals involved in serious and organised crime. We've already seen dozens jailed as part of

Op Venetic, and the clock is now ticking for many others.

Photos shared between Steven Nicholls and Dean Deary's gang of the cash they were making dealing

cocaine and heroin (Image: Liverpool Echo)
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"Detectives have been involved in a vast operation to bring Steven Nicholls to justice. The local

drug dealer has carried out large scale drugs operations which will have blighted the lives of

many people across Merseyside and beyond.

"While he may have boasted of his illegally obtained wealth over EncroChat with photos of cash

and expensive jewellery, all he'll now have to show for his criminal lifestyle is a long jail sentence

and proceedings under the proceeds of crime act.

"As his right-hand man, Deary was using the cover of his vehicle recovery business to transport

kilos of Class A drugs and cash. His sentence should serve as a stark warning to anyone who is

involved in this type of criminality that there will be serious consequences.

"As part of Operation Venetic, Merseyside Police has so far arrested more than 100 people,

many of whom have been charged with serious drug trafficking or firearms offences. This year

will see a number of these people continuing to appear before the courts, and we welcome

each and every one. For many others wondering if they will be next to get a knock on the door,

please be assured that you will.

"Merseyside Police, along with law enforcement agencies across the world, will leave no stone

unturned in our pursuit of those people who think they are above the law, and we will continue

to target anyone involved in serious organised crime to keep this positive momentum going."

Follow Add Comment
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Air ambulance lands as girl, 11, seriously injured
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Hugely popular cake maker 'left with nothing'
after fire destroys home and business
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Liverpool go full circle with £17m transfer deals as Michael
Edwards faces new test

LIVERPOOL FC

Why Everton boss Rafa Benitez's move for Andros Townsend
makes perfect sense

EVERTON FC

Michael Edwards gets his way again in four Liverpool transfer
deals

LIVERPOOL FC

Everton interested in Dwight McNeil transfer but face £25m
battle

EVERTON FC TRANSFER NEWS

Bogus customers steal caravan from seller's driveway
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Man, 61, who was believed to be sleeping rough wanted on
recall to prison

ST HELENS

Couple 'gutted' when they arrive home and open their door

ST HELENS

Mum has liquid thrown in her eyes by 'scallies' as she is driving

MERSEYSIDE POLICE

Scrap two-child benefit limit to lift families out of poverty,
government urged

POLITICS
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